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Caret wheelchair tour angers students
President tests
campus accessibilty;
$11 million needed
for ADA compliance
By Allison K. Wright
Staff Writer
Several
students
were
angered and frustrated by
President Robert Caret’s quick
roll through the San Jose State
University campus Tuesday.
Caret and other faculty
members, rode around campus
in wheelchairs in an effort to
test the accessibility of the university for the physically diswere’nt
abled -students
impressed.
"We feel the time he spent
rolling around in a wheelchair
was a waste of time," disabled
student Del Basid said. "It was
a token attempt to satisfy disabled students."
Hasid said the campus is
filled with accessibility problems which caused seven of his
disabled friends to drop out of
school.
Basid said the accessibility
problems include:
The street push buttons on
San Fernando Street are not
accessible to people in wheel
chairs.
The ramp in front of the
Admissions Building is often
blocked by cars.
Some of the doors in the
Clark Library are not big

"We feel the time
he spent rolling
around in a wheelchair was a waste
of time. It was a
token attempt to
satisfy disabled
students."
Del Basid
disabled student
enough for some wheelchairs to
get through.
The push button door to the
Administration building is
often out of order so a disabled
person cannot get in without
assistance.
The elevators all over campus are often out of order.
The drape in the bathroom
does not give disabled privacy.
Sue Ore, another disabled
student, said when she told
Caret about the accessibility
problems in the Key Luncheon
he told her he was getting a
"headache."
"I was offended when the
president said he was getting a
headache after I told him about
all the areas on campus that
need to be fixed in order for the
disabled to be sah)," she said.
See Accessibility, page 6

4
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Charles Slay

President Robert Caret, followed by Monica Rascoe, vice president of student affairs attempt to ascend the Business Tower ramp in
wheelchairs as part of a lesson in accessibility Tuesday afternoon

Condom co-op provides Housing
array of safe sex options legislation

rip
ktleCti.1,

-*e

By Yvonne Ohumokini-l’rnvv,
Staff Writer

Scott

Working in the Student Health Center’s Condom Co-Op, Renee Allen displays condoms and other sexually related products available to students. The products are sold at
cost making them more affordable and easily accessible for students.

for protection whenever there is
hand/genital contact because many hoc
tuna can he transmitted from the hand
to other parts of the body. such as the
mout h
lubricants. tat her plain or "flavored are available in trial sizes as well as full
sizes Some of the flavor, include kiwi
strawberry. t ripie,il fruit, cinnamon,
punt colada. w at erineli on and mango
orange
Allen said the co "p wants to provide
students with how. and ern mirages
student, to experiment with dillerent
types to see w h;lt
I
11.1r1

Diversity on the SNIT campus isn’t
just about people anymore.
Condonis III a variety of colors, tex
tures and thicknesses can be finind at
the Condom Co-Dp on the second floor
of the Student Health Center.
The self-funded to-op sells condoms,
dental dams, gloves and lubricants
Peer Health Educator Renee Allen
said the co-op givf)s st udents a choice by
offering different condoms than those
sold in supermarkets and :it the health
center pharmacy
1.111/IN
Dental dams. thin "one -use -only /1(.11 )
latex sheets used for protection during
oral sex, protect the users from the
transmission 4d -.4A11:111 transmitted III.- Al 11.11 said
-Th is is not
diseases and viruses
Al Ii r recommended the use of glow es lust hetero- JCondom Co-op
price list:
See Co-eq). page 6

Genital herpes on rise among Generation X
Hy Yvonne Ohumukini-Urneia
Staff Writer
Since the late 1970s, the number of people with genital herpes
has doubled among white "twenty somethings" and increased fivefold among white teenagers
In all, one in five Americans
over age 12 have contracted the
incurable infection, according to a
report released this week front the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
Herpes is a viral infection that
can cause sores on the mouth or
genital area Herpes simplex type
1 is characterized by a "cold SON."
on the lips and mouth
lIerpes simplex type 2, more
commonly known as genital herpes, can manifest itself as a blisterlike sore in the genital area, upper
thighs, buttocks or anus

.partan Dads

Michael St. Louis, one of the
doctors who authored the CDC
report, said other sexually trans nutted diseases such as gonorrhea
have declined, even though studies
have shown that young people had
higher rates of Unprolveted sex,
premarital sex and multiple SVX
partners
Louis expressed surprise that
the number of herpes eases went
up despite the puhhc-awareness
campaign about AIDS But not all
experts feel the same
Gray Davis. president of the
herpes Advice Center in Durham,
N.C.
speaking in an interview
from her car phone
said the ’Ms
was the decade that had the most
Sex education, but that it was all
targeted toward 111V ’human
immunodeficiency virus)
"I think what happened is that
the heterosexual population didn’t

"...The heterosexual
population didn’t
consider themselves
at risk for HIV, so
they didn’t hear the
(safe sex) message."
Gray Davis
president of the Herpes
Advice Center
consider theinsel es at risk hor
so 11111, (Illin t hear the
sex, message." lo’ uii1
Da% is ernphasized that it doesn’t matter if a person is in a high
risk group or not
"It’s your behavior that places

y1.11 AI risk sex with maltiple
partial’’.. it%CM don’t talk w it h
your partner, it soon don’t know
your partner eri, well. itou
don’t practice safe sex.- Davis
said "les if you had f hat t %int of
behavior"
All al:inning sum.% Ionducted by the advice crntur hound
that many woolen fell Mit if
they were monogamous. t
were not at risk. regardless as
to whether their partner v,:is
monogamous or not
Gray also noted that funding
for herpes research was redirected to HIV in the early ’Mils
"The country was trsing to
respond to a medical crisis situation.- she said
Student Health Center Nurse
Pratt it Hiner Shirley Woods
noted that she had not seen an
See Herpes, page 6

Condoms
.20
Supersized
or textured
30
Lubricated
25

Lubricants
Aqualube
packet
.25
2 oz. tube 3.00
Liquid Silk
packet
50
50 ml tube 400

Dams/misc.
Lollyes Dam
65
Gloves
10 for 1 00

rejected

II Wilson vetoes bill
for loans to fund
student cooperatives
valued at $2.2 million
By Catherine Spencer
Senior Staff Writer
Students across I lo state
lest a chance to incr,ase low co-I university housing when
Gov Pete Wils,in VftIll’d a bill
(fit 13 to fund the housing proJed
WaS dISappulIlled to learn
aliout Wilson’s decision. hut I
suprised by it,- said
Susan Hansen. San Jose State
lniversity’s director of university housing "The governor is
not well-known for supporting
higher education."
Wilson said he rejected the
hill because he felt it was
unnecessary since the state
provides Imam al aid and several universities and colleges
already htive housing programs to address students’
needs.
If the student housing bill
had passed on Oct 13, the government would have set aside
more than $2 2 million in loans
over the next three years to
finance and build more student
housing
cooperatives
at
California’s colleges and um\ ersities
Cooperatives are student
owned and operated houses
where a group of students
share a house and collectively
run the household --- cooking,
cleaning, shopping and paying
the hills
Students ltvii
co-ups can
See Hou Jig, page 8
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Blame for Sharks’ deplorable season rests on Lombardi’s shoulders
I bought into
"laic 1,, .,
Ilia- arid
he
-inker
ht. the third itar in a roy, I
behei-ed th, might be the turn San .lose
mound

ft.:ding
It the
lit.oluollig
kit ri ii in
s .itei liii
the third
ti

I
II

lu-,r.1

I

!nor,.
I I
It11.

’sharks can’t
started.

they stole Stanley Cup MVP
Nhke Vernon from the Detroit
Red Wings.
They hired on Darryl Sutter,
a coach who h.id never missed
the playoffs, to be the nevi head
man
The
igned free agent
Stephane Matteau, a player who
helped the NVW York Rangers
end their Stanley Cup drought.
They already have Nlarty
McSorley, who been on three
championship teams
Then throw in Nolan Owen,
Todd (lilt and Burnie Nicholls,
ii ho :in. some of the best and

For anybody who
most durable players
missed that joke,
around the league.
Sharks
General
You
combine
Manager
Dean
those players anyLombardi was the
where else in the
person who traded
NHL and you get a
away a play-efT team
winning record. In
three seasons ago.
Sall Jose, you end up
then
the
Hack
with a team in the
Sharks made the
cellar Where do you
playoffs and even
place the blame when
a talented team goes SCOTT SHUEY knocked ifT the topseeded teams two years in a row.
in the toilet?
That wasn’t good enough thr
The fans at San Jose Arena
can tell you Shirts that read Lombardi, so he decided to make
"TM& 12 /Ill hardi" have hi-conic some trades. Now not a single
player from the team that
a novelty of die-hard fans.
wet UraViervat OAP., s
C-3

knocked off the Red Wings four
seasons ago in one of the biggest
upsets in sports history is still
with them.
Those traded players have
gone elsewhere and made names
for themselves. Igor Larionov,
who was one of Lombardi’s first
trades, won the cup last year
with the Red Wings. In fact,
every team that made the conference finals last year had a former Shark on it.
The Sharks finished last season with just over 20 wins.
Lombardi is making these
trades to destroy the team. He’s

Feminism should not be
defined; it’s a belief in
equality between genders
iiords are wideiii 1 Ii Fi11111111SIII
!ILO, I., olit uf those iverits
still certain things that can
lila there
-.aid .ihout what feminism IS and isn’t
I.. in:el-in out imin hating are not syri
Fill11111S111
Sign,. wo11111
It isn’t about knocking
either ..,ei;der down a peg
11 1- dbieit equality It is also about pride
and sell worth FP1111111S111 should be bi-yoiel
gender_ ethnicity and rare Mull Call, arid
shoulnt. he feminists. ti,
Ni, picture it. inserted next to the definition of Fenno:sin in liii dictionary The word
feminism shouldn’t conjure any kind of nega
tive imagi.s. because tenimisin has many dif
terent degrees A narrow view of tlie topic
does not do it nista.,
(dere’ Stemern and others who sinitiort
the -cause- of feminism conjure up had
irmwes fir smile
Ilrgi }this’ll litripliiti p11} their biases
aside mid listen ti ii fit }iiiSf Ile}IVIS}S have
fr011l
sly with open minds 1’11’J 11(11CV
ia-iri111 say what leininisn,
In }Iii end,
is It cant mid shouldn’t lie pinned down to a
lei.. %cordInste,el. feminism slomid is- embraced
word that wouldn’t Ii- (lefineil It should be
seen ;is a belief in people and the right fur
on ;ill frfilliS
people to he seen
FF.1111111,111 Is :I plll I or lioneinisni It includes
equales that should apply to all
Indy ;ic hieve the
then can
eT,,,iity it is searching fur
tiu

o’fillr,r1(11

lift.

(11111,

o’f-ohl

11,

ri 1,1

.4,111

flo’li

Opinion page policies
Re.,dera are enrouragart in eiproas tliernaelves on the
I /pinion page "with a Letter to the Editor or ramp. Viewpoint.
A trit, to the Editor toe 200-word reaprinsie to an mane or
point ’,/ win.’ that Mut appeared in the Spartan Daily
A I .10,500 Viewpoint w a 4150-word essay on current campus,
1,0111 u.i or wine! melee
’;1111r111,1111011fl become the property of the Spartan Daily and
may lie edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, addrem,
phone number, signature and major.
ti,ihn.,..lons may be put in the Lettere to the Editor box at the
.;;
r.
Office in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209, sent by fax
to 1., !i2,1 1237 or rimier} to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor.
hie.I el Jii,irnaliem and Marie Conunumeationa, San Jnee State
I "roverattv (inn Washington Square, San Joie, CA 5092-01411
Editorials are written by, and are the commix’s of. the
Spartan Daily editors, not the Aar.
’,vomits and advertisements iln not neceiwanly
rethe t the iewa of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
01141 MONA rnmnitintrationm or SJSII.
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Perfection equals destruction
ago that every skater she’s ever known
you look flit in those tights."
with the exception of Caryn Kadavy
I will never, ever, in my lifetime forhas an eating disorder. She told horror
get my figure skating instructor loomtitmice of an ioe dancer who’s teeth
ing over me staking me what my
were capped because of the erosion
Weight W2114 because it looked like I’d
caused by the acid in her vomit
"put on some."
I had weekly weigh-ins when I Was
At the time, I was 12 years old, 5an amateur competitive figure skater.
foot-3-inches and 98 pounds.
The 1)eioitrirn.s I popped behind my
A recent University of Washington
mother’s back, in addition to the one.;
study of 1,820 female athletes acmes
my coach knew I Wok, numbered
the nation found 32 percent practiced
upwiuds of 10 daily.
at least one form of eating disorders
It’s the high-achiever personality
tvomiting, starvation, use of laxatives.
type of elite athletes, the abusive
diuretics or diet pillre compared to 18
methods of the coaches, the unforgivpercent of females in the entire popuing aesthetic standards of judges and,
lation.
often, the pressure of parents that
Topping the list was gymnasts and
pushes elite athletee into the feeling
figure skaters with 62 percent being
that not controlling weight is a weakneas.
plagued by eating disorders.
And it eftentimes doesn’t step there.
Examples are easy to come by.
Elite Kvmnast Kristie Phillips was still bulimic four
Elite gymnast Christy Henrich was told she’d never years after leaving top coach Bela
Karolyn and gymmake the Olympic team if she didn’t lose weight from nastics.
her 4-footil-inch, 90 pound frame. Eating sometimes
Now in her 50s. former figure skater Kramer said
only an apple shoe a day, Henrich died five years later she still can’t shake her own
preoccupation with weight
at age 20, weighing only 52 pounds.
and food. Asa young skater, she said she secretly conOlympic gymnastic medalist Kathy Johnson, a sumed entire
boxes of candy because of her coach’s
bulimic, didn’t begin menstruating until a year after harping.
she retired from the sport at age 25.
"If I hadn’t been ins sport like this (figure skating)
An American judge told Mary Lou Retain a year while my body
was going through puberty, I wouldn’t
after the 1984 Olympics when she received a perfect have been
so preoccupied with it," she said.
score in the vault, If [could, I’d take halfa point offjust
I agree. And if my parents hadn’t been so wellbecause of that fat hanging off your butt."
groundeil and on top of what was going on, 1 would
Evy Scotvold, coach of two-time Olympic figure skat- have been far
worse.
ing medalist Nancy Kerrigan, said in an interview
As it is, I have climbed Mt. Everest multiple times
three years ago, "As soon as a skater has a woman’s on the
Stairmaster, I have hiked to Cambodia and back
body, it’s over. When they have a lovely figure like the without
ever leaving the gym and I have run many
girls on the street, they’re too heavy for figure skating. marathons
on the treadmill.
The older you get trying to do children’s athletics, the
I’ve pushed-up, sat-up and chin-upped.
thinner you must he." This from a sport, remember,
I’ve rowed, lifted and kept Slim Fast in business.
officially called "Ladies Figure Skating."
I have medals, trophies, stories.., and the feeling of
Susie Wynne, Olympic ice dancer, threw up before
inadequacy that aciompaniea krunving that I have
her daily 7 a.m. weigh-ins. She lost 10 pounds in one
never once mess] on my bathroom scale when 1 haven’t
week by ceasing eating, throwing up and taking laxamade a face at myself in the full-length mirror and caltives. She was quoted as saying two years ago, "Hair
culated how much less I need to weigh to make my
and weight are everything in this sport."
jumps jure that much higher.
Alex McGowan, coach of Olympic figure skating
And it gives me no comfort to know that not many
medalist Debi Thomas, is famous for saying, ’You
elite gyinnasts or figure Mutters ever do.
never see a fat ballerina at the ballet"
Evelyn Kramer, one of the coaches for National fig- Tern. K
Milner is Managing Editor ((the Spartan
ure skating champion Michelle Kwan, said two years
Daily. Her mlumn appears every Wednesday.
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SJSU rich in history,
tradition; student pride
in campus should grow

Editorial

/1

trying to make a name for himself. The name he has gotten
though isn’t the one he wanted.
Instead off being compared to
football god Vince Lombardi (the
name’s all they have in common), he’s being compared to Al
Davis or George Steinbrenner,
men who are some of the most
hated people in their sports.
There’s still one difference
between them and Lombardi,
however. Lombardi can’t win.

dram because
Spartan pride has gone down the
too many students on this campus fail to support SIR] in a number of ways.
For starters, there seems to be an overabundance of school support.
from the student body;
however, the support is
not in favor of San Jose
State University.
I often walk across
campus and count the
number of people wearing Spartan clothing on
one hand, while easily
losing count of the num- AMY BANKSTON
ber of sweatshirts or T-shirts I see with the logos of
Stanford University, UCLA or Cal Poly-just to
name a few.
Are we confused’? I don’t think so.
In my eyes, this is an embarrassment. Students
should take pride in this school and be proud to say
that they are Spartans. But that doesn’t seem to be
the case.
The lack of student support at SJSU athletic
events is also an example of the lack of Spartan
pride tt this university.
So we don’t have a top-ranked football team that
can compete with the likes of Florida State or
Nebraska, and our athletic program as a whole isn’t
the most competitive of all Division I universities.
Spartan athletes deserve the same amount of support from thi- student laxly as what is seen at most
other Universities.
Attendance at our last home football game
against Colorado State University on Oct. 11 was a
whopping 10,384 fans, and at least 1,000 of those in
attendance were there supporting our opponents.
To add insult to injury, in a poll conducted last
week by the Spartan Daily, 53 percent of the student laxly did not know that Robert Caret is the
president of our not so popular university.
Surprised’? Not really.
&NU is an incredible campus with a rich history. It is the oldest California State 17niversity,
established in 1857, and it is the alma mater of several prominent people in society today such as
Jessica McClintock, Bill Walsh, Amy Tan and Ken
It makes me wonder where in the world is our
Spartan pride’? Is it hiding in a deep, dark closet
somewhere beneath Tower Hall’? Is it still folded on
the shelf waiting to be sold in the Spartan
Bookstore?
Or is it simply buried in the hearts of past
Spartans, with fond memories of the good or days
when the blue and gold of SJSU actually meant
something to people.
The answer to this mystery may never be solved,
but it may not have to be if today’s student body can
catch the Spartan fever of yesteryear.
Amy Bankston is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Positive spin on SJSU fraternities welcome change
Fratvrnities and sororities have
many times been the recipients
of bad publicity This is due le
instances of various extremes.
In light if recent deaths at 1,511
and MIT, Greek systems have
received a backlash enhancing the
negative stereotypes of fraternities
and sororities
On Oct. Ii there was an opinion
piece illustrating the positive
aspects of the Greek system. This
was a pleasant, sight considering
these recent events
The author of’ the piece is not
part of the Greek system, yet she
acknowledged the benefits fraternities iind sororities can provide.
These activities include social
events and philanthropic endeavors.
She did not mention, though, an
important fundraiser for Next Door
a local shelter for battered women

25

The author of the
piece is not part of
the Greek system,
yet she acknowledged the benefits
fraternities and sororities can provide.

:Ind children.
Beginning today, Delta Upsilon
will hold its sixth annual Jump-aThon.
For 45 continuous hours, Delta
Upsilon, with the help from the
sororities on campus, will jump on a
large trampoline in front of their
house on Eleventh Street.
Money is raised for Next Door
through local business sponsorships, donations and T-shirt sales.
I encourage everyone to stop by,
help this important charity and
have some fun while they are there.
David Heckler
Social Science
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Guest shares
difficult past
Breast cancersurvivor shares
intimate details
with students
By Christine M. Lica
Staff Writer

Anse O’Leary/ Spurt 11,114
!mad Ababneh, a graduate student and Food Science major works on an enzyme activity experiment for his theseis. He has been working on it for about nine months and is trying to determine how to extend the shelf-life of prepared artichokes.

Artichokes given longer life
By Kevin W. Hectetnan
Staff Writer
Artichokes may get a new lease on shelf
Life thanks to an innovative experiment
being conducted at San Jose State
University.
Imad Ababneh, a graduate student in the
Nutrition and Food Science Department,
has been working since last year on an
experiment to extend the shelf life of fresh
produce. Shelf life in this case is defined as
the maximum length of time a product can
sit on the shelf before it spoils and must be
thrown out.
Ababneh is currently working with artichokes on behalf of Ocean - Mist Farms,
the largest producer of artichokes in the
United States. This is the first time such an
experiment has been undertaken.
"We are trying to develop a microwave
artichoke pack," said Ocean -Mist plant
manager Joe DeSante. The company wants
to pack trimmed artichokes in a container
so that all the consumer has to do is make
a hole in the lid, fill the container with
water and boil the vegetables in the
microwave. DeSante said a microwave pack
wouldbe a benefit to working families who
are pressed for time.
Ocean -Mist currently packages artichokes in trays wrapped in cellophane.
While unpackaged artichokes will last
three to four weeks if refrigerated, the
packaging will extend shelf life one to two
weeks. Ocean -Mist ships its artichokes all
over the United States and Canada.

Ababneh’s experiment uses a combination of enzyme inhibitors and packaging to
extend the artichoke’s shelf life. After the
stem and part of the top are cut off, the artichoke is soaked in a mixture of citric acid
and calcium chloride, rinsing it, then sealing it in its package. Ababneh said the
chemicals are harmless to humans.
Ababneh said the artichoke’s shelf life
has been extended to 10 days after treatment, and in some cases to 15.
"Research-wise, these are good results,"
he said. However, he said, it’s not long
enough yet.
"We want to get a minimum of 21 days,"
DeSante said.
Ababneh said an artichoke will begin to
turn brown on the inside within one minute
of the stem being cut off. This is due to an
enzyme known as polyphenol oxidase.
Ababneh said it is a very common plant
enzyme found in apples, bananas, mushrooms, and eggplants. Oxygen will accelerate the effects of this enzyme, so Ababneh is
working on reducing or eliminating the
amount of oxygen reaching the vegetable.
Ababneh’s weapons against the enzyme
are citric acid and calcium chloride, both of
which are harmless to consumers. After the
top and stem are cutoff, the artichoke is
soaked in a mixture of the two for one
minute, then rinsed off and packaged. The
chemicals act as an inhibitor, slowing down
the enzyme and extending the product’s
shelf life. Ababneh said the citric acid’s success is unusual because citric acid is not
considered an enzyme inhibitor, nor has it

ever been reported as such.
Ababneh said he doesn’t want to add any
more than that.
"You don’t want to stuff it with chemicals," he said.
Ababneh’s current efforts are aimed at
improving the packaging. The package
needs a new sealant to keep in more nitrogen, a gas which makes up the majority of
the atmosphere, and keeps oxygen to a minimum.
Ababneh’s work is complicated by the
changing seasons. He said a solution which
works at one time of the year won’t work at
another time.
"It’s really hard to find one treatment,"
he said. Ababneh’s best results have come
between January and May, with a 15-day
shelf life.
Ababneh is working solo on this project.
He said he would like to work with other
fruits and vegetables, but does not have the
time.
Ababneh is a native of Jordan, a Middle
Eastern neighbor of Israel. He earned his
bachelor’s degree there, then came to the
United States. He settled in Chicago, but "it
was too cold for me." He then came to
California, where he first attended Chico
State. He came to SJSU in the fall of 1995.
Ababneh is scheduled to graduate next
May with a master’s degree and wants to go
for a Ph.D. If he hasn’t found a solution by
then, hell continue his work elsewhere.
"I promised myself if I can’t resolve it
here, I’d take it to another school," he said.

For one of the most profound problems of the day, the
turnout was anything but.
Two students showed up for
an intimate discussion with
breast cancer-survivor Donna
O’Neil Tuesday afternoon in
the Student Union’s Almaden
Room, sponsored by the newly
formed
San Jose State
University Women’s Health
Team.
"Someone told me about
this and I figured that I
should come" said Business
major Stephanie May, one of
the two in attendance. "Breast
cancer runs in my family. You
can never know too much."
O’Neil, now volunteering
with the American Cancer
Society, brought bras, videos,
dozens of different pamphlets
and literature with her to the
event.
She also brought her personal history a diagnosis of
breast cancer 15 years ago,
which resulted in a double
mastectomy, surgical removal
of the breast.
"It was psychologically very
difficult. I was very angry at
the cancer, angry at how it
limited me. I mean, I survived.
But I can’t donate organs. I
can’t give blood," O’Neil said.
O’Neil’s cancer was discovered by her doctor in a routine
exam.
"In those days, you didn’t
talk about breast cancer. I didn’t know about self-exams or
support groups. My doctor did
nothing about it. He told me to
wait a year to see if the cancer
would just go away," O’Neil
said.
But after a year, the cancer
was still there. O’Neil’s mother and aunt, from different
sides of her family, had also
developed breast cancer.
O’Neil decided to have her

breast removed. After that,
cancer was found in the other
breast. She underwent another mastectomy.
"It was really hard for me,
especially because I had to
wait six to eight months for
breast reconstruction," O’Neil
said. "My husband was really
supportive. He told me that he
didn’t marry me for my
breasts."
Seven years ago, O’Neil
began to volunteer with the
American Cancer Society and
its Reach to Recovery program, which was started in
1952 to aid and educate the
public about breast cancer.
O’Neil now travels to colleges
and organizations to share her
perhaps
experiences and
most importantly information on self examination.
"We want students at SJSU
to realize that breast cancer
isn’t just for older people.
Anyone can get it, even 18
year olds," said Shu Katahira,
a biology major and volunteer
for the Women’s Health Team.
According
to
Laura
McGregor, founding member
of the Women’s Health Team,
breast cancer will affect one
out of eight women in their
lifetimes.
"If we can get information
out now, women will have a
much greater chance of surviving the cancer," McGregor
said.
The month of October has
been designated National
Women’s
Breast
Cancer
Awareness Month by the
American Cancer Society. The
team manned a table in the
Student Union on Tuesday
that provided visual information to women on how to perform breast self-examinations.
A $1,500 grant from the
California Lottery Funds
enabled the event to be held.
An open discussion on
breast cancer will be held on
Oct. 29, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Sheraton San Jose. More
information can be obtained
by calling 879-1045 text. 1421
or the Women’s Health Team
at 924-6136. The team’s office
is located in the Health
Building, Room 209.
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New stamp introduced for holidays
LOS ANGELES (API
With
a little bit of kujichagulia and
dash of kuumba
Kwanzaa
principles that mean self-determination and creativity
Synthia St. James has created a
Kwanzaa gift for the entire
nation.
James, the first black woman
to be commissioned to design a
stamp, made one to commemorate the seven-day holiday that
Americans of African descent
have been celebrating since
1966.
"People from around the
country wrote in to the stamp
development department and
requested the stamp," said
Maulana Karenga, creator of
Kwanzaa and chairman of the
department of black studies at
California State University,
Long Beach.
"The release of the stamp
and the national and communal
activities around it are a
deserved recognition of the
importance of Kwanzaa to
African people throughout the

TRANSMISSIONS
Specialist

mechanic...
Where you talk to
"NOT A $ALISMAN"
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TRANSMISSION MIIIAT
.3110.

AtrN WITCH
24,11

world African community," he
said.
The stamp will be unveiled
Wednesday as part of the Postal
Service’s Holiday Celebration
series. It will be available for
sale in parts of Los Angeles on
Wednesday and nationwide
Thursday.
The stamp will help spread
awareness of the holiday to others, said Larry Dozier, a
spokesman for the U.S. Postal
Service,
"Everyone will see the
stamp," Dozier said. "Everyone
will use the stamp. Everyone
will recognize it."
Kwanzaa was created by
Karenga in 1966 as a celebration of the values of family, community and culture. From Dec
26 to Jan. 1, a candle is lit each
day representing one of seven
principles.

Built
PC can give you
the latest Technology
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features for less.

.3-year warranty*
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Custom PC
Specialist

650-324.1617

/www.valuepc.com
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OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gill of Life!
$3,000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

STA Travel offers
student discounts
on domestic

Only a Custom
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Observers reflect on and
recommit to the principles:
unity, self-determination, collective work and responsibility,
cooperative economics, purpose,
creativity and faith.
Those values can hold meaning for all races, Dozier said.
The stamp is the latest installation in the Holiday Celebration
Series.
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No Cost To Play Fbr 51pdents1

Registration deadline is 4:30 pm Oct. 24th!
DIJCWdER A.S.BusinessOffice,Student Union Rm.235
$30 Refundable Forfeit Fee
914
./e
? 6175
Questions? Call (408) 924-6266 bekattualstas

SPARTAN FOOTBALL
vs. Air Force
Saturday, October 25th
6:00 p.m.

5,000 FREE STUDENT TICKETS
Associated Students Business Office. Spartan BookstoreLsent Center Box Office
(Don’t forget to show .our student 1.1) Card)

* BE SEEN ON ESPN2!
*WACAWARENESS DAY! WIN A TRIP TO
LAS VEGAS!!

SPORTS
Wednesday. October 22. 1997
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Smith’s efforts rewarded Marco ... Polo
By Dustin Shekell
Senior Staff Writer
Omarr Smith probably will
never forget the SJSU football
team’s first victory of the 1997
season. If he does, he will have a
couple plaques on his wall to
remind him.
Smith, SJSU’s No. 1 cornerback and kick returner, was
Western
Athletic
named
Conference Pacific Division special teams player of the week
and given the AT&T’s Long
Distance punt return award for
his record-breaking day against

urEr.

In the second quarter of a
scoreless game, Smith fielded a
punt with a man bearing down
on him at the &1St’ 16-yard
line_ Smith caught the ball,
withstood the initial hit from
the incoming Miner and ran to
his left for an 84-yard touchdown.
The touchdown was the first
scored by a SJSU punt returner
since 1975 and it was the only
one scored by the Spartans during their 10-7 win Saturday
over the Miners.
The kick had fair catch written all over it, but Smith said
watching the way Colorado

Omarr Smith
State’s Geoff Turner returned
every punt kicked to him Oct.
11 in Spartan Stadium helped
him reevaluate his approach to
fielding kicks
"The past couple of games I
was upset because I wasn’t getting to enough balls," Smith
said. "I told myself that I needed to catch every ball. That’s
what makes (Turner) so good."
used
the
new
Smith
approach to break a Sun Bowl
and SJSU record with seven
returns for 150 yards on the
day. His adeptness carrying the
ball did not go unnoticed by

Head coach Dave Baldwin.
"Don’t be surprised to see
Omarr on the offensive side of
the ball," Baldwin said. "We
might have our version of the
Dallas Cowboys (with Deion
Sanders)."
Baldwin said he will look to
work Smith into the offensive
game plan as well as allow the
versatile junior to move into the
kickoff-return role. Being a
defensive back, punt returner,
kickoff returner, and wide
receiver amounts to a lot of time
on the field, but Smith is looking forward to adding a spark to
the No. 108 scoring offense in
the nation.
"It’s no secret that our
offense has been struggling,"
Smith said. "This is a good
opportunity to help our offense
and our team score some
points."
AT&T will donate $400 to
SJSU’s degree completion program in recognition of Smith’s
accomplishments in El Paso,
Texas. SJSU leads the country
in recipients of this type of
scholarship, which is given to
athletes who finish school after
their athletic eligibility has
expired.

Spartans

Air Force
7-1
4-1

Overall record
WAC record

1-5

1-2

SJSU needs wins to survive
By Anthony Perez
Staff Writer

Tale
of the
Tape
Kickoff at 6 p.m. Saturday at
Spartan Stadium
-Televised on ESPN2

Robert Semis/ Spartan Daily
Sarah Snow (9) and Tasha Young-Heisel execute ball handling skills during water polo practice at
the Aquatics Center.

Conference and national rankings
WAC

Nation

Category

WAC

Nation

12th

81st

Rushing offense

Third

17th

14th

92nd

Rushing defense

Second

38th

10th

74th

Passing offense

15th

107th

Sixth

38th

Passing defense

First

14th

13th

94th

Total offense

10th

82nd

13th

85th

Total defense

First

Eighth

Last

108th

Scoring offense

Ninth

76th

15th

98th

Scoring defense

First

Fifth

Third

12th

Punt returns

Fifth

32nd

Last

105th

Kickoff returns

Third

19th

The whirlwind tour known as
Athletic
Western
the
Conference division schedule is
nearing a close, leaving the
SJSU women’s soccer team
nearly fanned out of the post
season picture.
Last Thursday the Spartans
beat the University of Utah 2-1
but fell to Brigham Young
University 3-2 two days later.
This left the Spartans with a
1-2-0 conference record and in
fifth place in the WAC’s Pacific
Division.
With only two conference
matches left, the Spartans (7-61 overall) need to move into
fourth place, which the Fresno
State Bulldogs 19-7-0, 1-2-0 in
the WAC) now occupy. And if the
Spartans and the Bulldogs
remain deadlocked when the
season ends, the nod will go to
the Bulldogs because they beat
the Spartans 3-1 two weeks ago.
"We are playing very well,"
said Spartan head coach
Philippe Blin. "It’s the little
stuff that we have problems
with."
This virtually forces the
Spartans to win their last two
matches at home against the
University of Hawai’i and San
Diego State University this
weekend. Fresno State will face
those same teams in its final
two games.
"It’s a lot of pressure but that
makes it more challenging,"

said Spartan defensive back
Kelli Mahoney. "That’s when
this team pulls through."
Hawai’i is arguably the worst
team in the Pacific Division
with a 0-3-0 conference record
and a 6-9-1 overall record. But
the Spartans won’t take the
Rainbows lightly.
"(The Hawai’i match) was a
good game last year," said
Dina
halfback
Spartan
Schindler, who scored her first
two goals of the season by coming off the bench in last
Thursday’s win against Utah
"They haven’t won a game (in
WAC competition) yet but that
just means they’ll be fired up
more."
SDSU is in third place in the
Pacific Division with a 2-1-0
coriference record and has won
its past two matches. The
Spartans lost 3-0 last year to
the Aztecs in the teams’ only
other meeting.
The bench has played a larger role in the two previous
matches and Blin expects it to
provide more help in the
Spartans’ two final conference
games.
"(The SJSU football team)
plays hard no matter how long
they play," Blin said. "They give
100 percent and that’s what we
need."
The Spartans have five days
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Scheduling
change
The starting time of the
match
volleyball
dgainst No. 16 Hawaii
Saturday at the Event
center has been moved to
1 :10 p.m.

The Spartan Daily Sports
Department wants your letters
Your comments ;timid &NU
teams, coaches or articles in the
Daily In welcome Follow the
Spartan Daily’s opinion policies
on Page 2 and address your letter to Sports Editor Mike
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to prepare for their next game,
which is in contrast to last
week’s schedule that had the
Spartans playing every other
day.
While the Spartans are
returning home, it will be a new
home for their last WAC games
of the year. The soccer team will
play for the first time in its
three-year history at San Jose
Municipal Stadium.
With the SJSU football team
playing Air Force the next day
at Spartan Stadium, the field
couldn’t be converted from a
soccer field back into a football
field before Saturday’s 6 p.m.
kickoff. As a result, the women’s
soccer team is moving a block
east of Spartan Stadium to
Muni which is the home of the
San Jose Giants and SJSU
baseball team.
Since Muni is mainly used as
a baseball field, it’s going to
have to be tweaked to turn it
into a regulation soccer field. A
corner of the field will be dirt
instead of the normal sod.
"It’s going to be like playing
on a neutral field," Blin said.
Having an unbeaten record
at home (3-0) and at neutral
sight games (2-0), the Spartans
are careful not to consider
Friday and Sunday’s matches
as road matches they have a
2-6-1 away record.
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REAL LIE ADVENTURES by Gory Wise rand Lona Aldrich

by Dave Whamond

CLASSIFIED

WAITPERSON EDED
Evenings & w..(ends.
Salary + tips. Apply in person.
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Expiew. San Jose.
MOVIE THEATRE
Now hiring for all positions.
Flexible hours. Opportunity for
Advancement. Apply at:
AMC Saratoga 14, 700 El Paseo
de Saratoga, San Jose 95130.
871-2277
SPORTS CITY CAFE
NOW HIRING
Food servers, Hosts. Hostess.
Food runners, Cooks, Dishwashers,
Cocktail servers. We offer flexible
schedules for students, paid
vacations, insurance, 401k, meal
discounts and an opportunity for
advancement. No experience
needed, we have a comprehensive
training program, so if you’ve
always wanted to work in a
Restaurant now is the time. Apr*
in person today. tomorrow. anytime
at 150 S. 1st St in the pavilion
mall. Bring a Picture ID and SS
card with you.
RECEPTIONIST PART-TIME
Need responsible student to
answer phones/set appts for
local driving school, 2pm-6pm.
Personality a plus. 363-4182.
LOVING BABYSITTER
Fa 2.seold daughter. She’s sweet.
smart & easy to watch. References req. previous child care
exp. desirable. Perm PT; Flexible,
approx 12 firs/week. New SJSU.
$6/hour. 9294538.

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Things you know are true but can’t prove:
Other people a sneaking in and putting Moir
work on your desk.

11011EL DE ANZA VALET PARKINS
P/T, eves, weekends, events. Well
groomed. Salary plus tips. Contact
Valet Mgr. 286-1000.

COPY OPERATOR-High Speed &
Color. Some Bindery work. Experience preferred, but will train. Full
or part-time evenings. Must be
reliable, orgainzed, detail oriented, enjoy fast paced environment
& hare lean Player Attitude. Fax
resume to: 408/277-0706 or
apply in person at AnzaGraphix
214 N’erket St (doveitown San Jose)
408/277.0700.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age recreation
program, P/T from 2-6pm, M F
during the school year. Some P/T
morning positions available from
approx. 7am.11am. F/T during
summer camp. %Int salary, no
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation. Call lend at 354-8700
x223. (Not available school year?
Call for summer employment:
lifeguards & camp leaders}
JOBS AVAILABLE Temp. FT/PT
Work as receptionist,
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Canned Personnel. 719.1570.

FUNDRAISING

SERVICES

HEALTH & BEAUTY

GREEK MESSAGES

THEULT1MATE FUNDRAISER
Raise up to $500 el ONE WEEK
Greeks, Outs, Motivated Individuals
EASY- NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATICN
(888) 51A-PLUS ext. 51.

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subjects. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
friendly, caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Regular e-mail: acillinetcom.com
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochue}

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest - Lip Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price W made before 12/31/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbeil.
(108) 379-3500.

DELTA LAMBDA KAPPA lesbian
sourly meeting 10/23 at 7:30 pm at
Hamburger Mary’s. Pg 8649072
for info!

83 MAZDA RX7 128k miles.
Runs great, dependable car. A/C.
sunroof, 5 speed. cruise. $1600.
Cali Don 408/978-6561

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist, Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
247-7488,

BUSPIESS OPPOWILINITY Meetings
Sept. 2728 & DI. 4,5. Santa Clara,
Info: 408-379-2917, ask fcrJenne.

CAMPUS CLUBS
SKI WHISTLER Canada $199.
January 11th - 16th. SJSU Skill
Snowboard Club. Includes flight,
bus. 4 day lift ticket, 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village, & unlimited fun. For your
Picket call Mark 408/292-0955
or ufs12282@email.sjsu.edu

INSTRUCTION

WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 1510-801-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. EMall

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting $20/hr.
Call 408.241-6662
in Santa Clara tryou
FIRST FREE LESSON-INTERVEW.

THE GNOSTIC ORDER OF CHRIST
Bible Study, Lecture & Services
Book Cafe & Relic Center
3483 95 So. Bascom
Sundays 6:00pm
(4081978.8034

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the irnmediate
area. Full-time/pad-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
VALET PARKING- P/T nights & excel in playing guitar or bass. All
weekends for special events in levels welcome: Beginning.
Los Gatos and Saratoga area. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Polite, well groomed & professional any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
attitude only. 19 years+, $648 Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
per hour + tips. Call Mike at Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
1.800-8263871.

TUTORING
ENGUSH TUTOR 8 EDTT1NO
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students,
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (4081978-8034.

OVUM DONORS NEEDED
WORDPROCESSING
Women ages 21.29, healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Give the gift of life!
Science & English papers/theses
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid. our specialty. Laser printing.
Ekrus fix Chinese &JapaNsse donors APA. Turaben and other formats.
PLEASE CALL WINFC
Resumes, editing, graphics
800-314-9998
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is Masterson’s Word Processing.
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
outgoing individuals to join our
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks, OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Supervisors, and Assistant ManTerm papers, thesis, resumes.
agers $5-$12 hourly, no experigroup projects.etc. I have a
ence necessary. 18 locations
typewriter to complete your
including Downtown San Jose. applications fa med/Iaw school, etc.
Will transcribe your taped
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086, Call:
interviews Of research notes.
408-7749300 aFac 408.523-96M
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972-4992
STUDENTS NEEDED
Eam while you Learn Program.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Have all your expenses paid,
Theses, term papers, group
while you go to school.
projects. resumes. All formats.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
Graduate with 6-figure income.
Printer. Experienced, dependable.
Call recording (408)271-6993.
quick return.Airnaden/Branham
area.Call try% at (408) 2644504.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
Please leave message. All calls
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
returned promptly.
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Top Pay with Many Beneftts!
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term
Call or appsy n psrson, Akin-Sun 7.7.
Papers. Nursing, Group Protects.
4(8-286-5880.555 D Mercian he
Rest:res, All Formats. Specializing
Between San Cads and Palmer.
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
berrid Se Cad and Party Skre,
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ #s Exp.
WP 5.1/HPLaser PAM’S
PROFES9ONAL WORD PROCESSING,
247-2681, 8am-8pm
FOR RENT
2 BEIRM. APARTMENT- $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S 5th St
14081 295-6893

111hUrCILASSIME1944491CILRATES

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Professional typing for your term
papers, reports, letters. etc
8 years experience.
Fast Accurate Reliable
WP. MS Word, other applications
Hansen’s Business Services
408.2643507 or 408269-5156.
kelahtkearthlink.net

IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Upgrade, Consulting, Install, DOS,
Windows, Win 95, Win NT, Office,
Word, Internet, Netscape, Int Edo.
Gams on our Computers or Surf
the Web at "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail.
9amllpm. 7 days a week. Call
Roy: 292-3167, Store: 267-6227.
TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra -Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electnc
Computer: Wndows -Visual Basic- C
English: ESL- TOEFL
Spanisn: Hablar Leer Escnbir
Call: Mike 408-298-7576
Email: mvera18288@aol.com

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’ "Family Mult,car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
*Cancelled or Rejected
Dui Suspended License
Accidents *Tickets
Immediate SR Filngs
*Good Driver Discount
Norti’Owner Operator
?
8pni Monday Sat.fiddy
(108) 241.5400
Ree Phone Quotes
*Call Us Now
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Two
Day
Days
$5
$7
$S
$TJ
$7
$8
$10
$S
each additional bne.

Three
Days
le
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
512
$13
$11

Alter tie fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First Nne (25 spaces) set in bold for no was charge.
Up to 5 addibonal words available h told for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 linet $70

FAX: 924-3282

PHONE: 924 - 3277

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9arn-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail .4 blocks from SJSU.
CASHIER/COUNTER HELP at Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
fast paced downtown breakfast/ Promotions 494-0200.
lunch cafe. Immediate opening.
Keegan Kafe, 39 S. Market St. TRAVEL& rmsEr NEW PEOPLE
Oasis is a brand new oa emending
San Jose. Call 280-5233.
rapidly. We are Coking fcr motNatecl
EMPLOYMENT
SOFTWARE ENGINEER Design, people who can take advantage
of a great opportunity. Set your
P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS code debugh and test software for
Flexible hours after school
own hours. For details call:
ADSL, RADSL in C and Assembly.
Internships and coops
Requirements: BS EE/CS, exp. in
(650)573-8927.
possible for all m4ors
R5422, ICE and telecom software
design. FAX: 408-452-8381. DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Co. car +
100 corporate scholarships
students provided. Most work avail.
http://www.websprint.com.
awarded annually
after school & wknds. Rewires H.S.
Websprint Communications, Inc.
grad, clean DMV. Good health &
UP TO $12.50 TO START
canmuricabon skits. 403/971-7557
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
No experience necessary
- training provided
aides for their school age day PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED
Apply at our HQ in San Jose
Close to campus.
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours available. Mornings. Afternoons or Full-time
$7/hr. and up. 2.5 year olds.
CA11979-9700 FOR IN80RMAI1CN Get great experience working
High quality center.
with children! Units in Psych. Soc,
571 N. 3rd St.
CHEF’S HELPER PartTime. ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
Varied hours. Food experience a 408.379.3200 ext 21.
Lauren 2861533.
plus. Knife skills. Be a self starter.
HOLLYWOOD DREAMS
Work independently. For an appli- DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
cation stop by: Spartan Shops seeks responsible individuals for Sports air Moyle Memorabilia
Dining Services Administration extended daycare. P/T in the Expanding company seeking
Office (Old Cafeteha Building) Job afternoon. No ECE units are outgoing, responsible & honest
required. Previous experience with people to fill sales positions.
Hotline: 924-1876.
children preferred. Please contact Huge earning potential for
aggressive sales people.
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
DIAMOND BILLIARDS
proven
$1200 a weekend
Seeking: Assistant Manager
TEACHERS
income. Hourly + commission.
Counterperson/Cashier and
P/T After School Club
Friday through Sunday only.
Waitress. Part-time, flexible hours.
Need to be: Friendly. outgoing
Call 1-714-547-2848 or fax
K-6 1:30 5pm
with strong customer service
resume to 1-714-258-2521.
Will train - $15.00/hr
Science Adventures
skills and good work ethics. Apply
in person Mon. - Fri. after 4pm.
1-800-213-9796
CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR
4700 Almaden Ex pwy. San Jose
seeks full/part time sales
person, data entry, customer
408/2667665.
GRAPHIC ARTIST NEEDED
Student Union is seektng a graphic service & electronic technicians.
in
the
Call 4084537243 or
enrolled
EARN ’EXTRA $$ FOR HOUDAYSI artist. Must be
P/T help wanted retail sales. SJSU School of Art. Work 20
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
Apply in person @ The Attitudes hours a week. Apply at Student
Store. The Great Mall, near the Union Director’s Office.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Food Court or P. 408/9461975.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
PEDICAB DRIVERS WANTED,
Serving Downtown Sardose.
(BICYCLE TAXI)
P/T PROJECT COORDINATORS
Intl Conference and Tradeshow Earn $10/hr.
Inner City Express.
Company headquartered in Red- Get a work.out while you work! 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
wood Shores, is in search of two San Jose Pedicab (& Guadalupe
(acted ooadiretas. Rabe schedule. River Park Bicycle Tours) is look$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Fir atmosphere. Casual dess code. ing for people to drive pedicabs in
up to $600/month!
Work 15.20 hours per week. Earn downtown San Jose Wednesday
Become a Sperm Donor.
up to $15.00/hour to start. through Saturday. 6:00pm to Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Qualifcatcris: telecommunication Midnight. California Drivers License Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
sales experience, research and and clean DMV record required.
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30.
canmunicatiort skills. Knowledge No experience necessary.
of the Internet & ACT! Data entry Strong legs a plus.
and word processing. Provide
INTERESTED?
TUTORS NEEDED: Elementary
assistance with direct mail cam8, High School Subjects. Earn
Cal 29744811
paign. Fax resurne or letter of rarest
$15-$20/hr. Call Jack or Joan
to B. Murray at 1-650-631-3965.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY in your 408/227-6685.
spare time? Do you have a great
VALET PARKING Local company voice and personality? For flex $1500 WEEKLY potential mailing
looking for people. Flexible time work with college radio Otl crculas. No Experience Req. Free
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to stations nationwide. Call Wendy informatonpacket. CW14107838272.
$15.00 per hour. 867-7275.
at 360.1370.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
SAN JOSE LIVE!
WKND .1011. Help healthy Rained drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
A great place to party ...
student w/housework & personal year olds.
a better place to work! Now hiring care. am’s. Will train. 3640942.
Flex PT/FT positions
for Doorhost, Cocktail Servers,
Days, Eve, Weekends
Beer Tub Servers. Cashiers. Cooks, DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES Min 6 ECE required
Counter Help, Marketing Asst. & Thinking about a career working Team environment
Bartenders. Flexible schedules with elementary age children? The Benefits available
available for students, earn that YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is Call Corp Office 260-7929.
spending cash you need arid have now hiring for school -age child
fun at the same time. Apply in care centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
person anytime at 150 S. First St. Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
#237 San Jose. Come in ask for Full & part-time positions available,
Graves. Swings and Weekends
a manager and get an application. hours flexible around school. Fun
Low key job sites
Bring a picture ID anti SS card.
staff teams, great experience
Will train
in working with elementary age
Atocom Private Security
children, career advancement and
DOORMAN NEEDED
1018247-4827
Frt Friendly Diplomatic.
good training opportunities.
Apply in person.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology.
P/T. Elementary Schools.
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Expirry. San Jose. Sociolosy ancl/a Physical Education. Degree a Oodential NOT Fiequirol
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408- Opportunrty for Teaching Experience.
Ask for John.
291-8894 for more information
Need Car.
Voce Veit (408)2137,4170 ext 408
NURSERY CAREGIVER. Alum Rock and locations.
EIDE/AAE
United Mefficdet Church, 30 Kilt he.
St. Sun. 9:1541:45am, S7-$10/hr.
258.7368: fax resume 9283266.
The SPARTAN DALY
mates no akin for products or
services advaelleed below nor le
twee any garentias Implied. The
oleselned dunes of the Spartan
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Sl’illrIAN D.1111

10-14 lines: $90
15-191ines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$11
Phone
$11
$18
Send check a money order to:
Spartan Daily Ciassifieds
San ices State University
San Jces, DA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a.m two weekdays before publication
Al ads are prepad MI No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
111 QUESTIONS? CALL (400)924-3277

Please check /
one classification:
Campus Clubs*
Greek Messages*
Bents*
Annoificernents*
Lout and Found*
Voksisers
For Sake*
Ado. For Sate
Ccmpaers Etc
Wonted’
Employment
Opportune’s

False Housing
Shared Hwang*
Reel Estelle
Services*
HealevBeauty
SportsiTheas
Insurance
Eniertirmenh
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholerstips

Special student rates available for these classifications. WOO for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DB11209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
Specializing in minor & midsize
damage 24 hour service
Free pick up .Free delivery
Free detailing Free estimates
All makes & models
Insurance Work
*Tel 408/287-8337
Pgr 408/9201102
"Where quality is a must"
2.3 day service wrth damages
that do not exceed $500 or
repair is at no cost "FREE"

AUTOS FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES

GET PAID BIG SSE through your
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
Teens! Do it now! Free info send
SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audrey
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008.
hrta/n2.netcom can/-pskim/
ribb.html.
EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail!
$1 per envelope stuffed!
Details 24 hrs. 1-407-245-7393.

HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a part
job or body work clone on your car’?
rf CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
we can help you. Call us at (408)
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
Discount.
STUDENT DENTAL PUU41
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs
For info call 1800-655-322E

Certain advertisements In
these columns msy refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers Of addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all awn
ofbrirsg employment Maga
acoupons for discount
wileatlOrIll or merchand I se.

Daily
sswo
ACROSS
1 Slumber
6 Honk
10 Gardener’s
purchase
14 Revolves
15 "
a bushel peck"
16 Toast topper
17 Bright and 18 Flowering shrub
20 Where to hear
’’Lara s Theme
perhaps
22 Cameo shapes
23 Pump or loafer
24 Kent’s co-worker
26 Sampled
29 Hushed
33 Curved lines
34 ’- Accomp ny
Me
36 Comfort
37 Prior to prefix
38 By means of
39 Tire pressure
abbr
40 Eternities
42 Yard protector
14 Sugar source
45 Cottage Or
mansion
47 Elegant
49 Rower’, needs
50 Naughty
youngster
51 Beef cut
54 Undersea
explorer
Jacques
58 Well-informed
61 Lends a hand
62 Go on the lam
63 Roof part
64 Clean a diskette
65 Looked at
66 Retired for the
n ght
67 B shops
council

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MMO MOO MOMO
MONO UOMO MM000
0000 OUMM OOMME
UMM NOMMMMOOMOO
MIAIMOOMO
MOM
MEM DOOM OEM
OMUM121 MUM@ ORM
MONO IMMO ONIUM
MOO UMMM 000MO
MOO MOM QUO
OOMM
MUMMIAMM
MIIIMMOOOMONM MUM
MOON MMOO MONO
MOM@ DOOM OOMM
MOM IMMO ONO
DOWN

I Wine -glass pan
2 Hawaii,in tea,’
.3 Makes
mistake
.1 Signs
5 Cupids
beloved
In Nevada lake
.’ Jet blac*
if Weird
pie-.
’1 Ii Brea
III Meet
11 Gymnast
Korbut
12 Rod and
13 F ytinct boils
19 The best
21 Type ot hiettlet
04 Pastei coo,
25 E verything
26 like Most TV
programs
27 Robin Flood
weapon
28 Setting
29 Taking to ’is it

VVaikei1
tht,ult,
ii

iildli’’.

.1.111u1s1f,astree
.14 Re.q.
1.1

1-1,t111,t1 Watt:ft s
"e1,1

-fit Not

time

-18 Ratting items
ooeted
tormally
SI

1 t,C..T1irlq

1-1,1 Merely
i
to
S4 Bay

Va,,fr,ty
vast
.:’

Secondhand
L

ifte twee
rrot

ht’ i atitt.rP

MEM MEM MIMI
MEM MINIM MIIMM
a....UMMINIMMEM
IIMMEMMEM
MEM
NM ME=
MIME= EIMMEMMEN
MO= UM= WM=
NNE
MOM
MEM
MIMI MENEM MIME
&MEW &MOM
SIM NM
AMA=
MEMIIMMild
ilIMMEMMIIIIM MOM
AM= NM MOM
MIME dM1111 IMMO
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Herpes: Concerns

Crash ’n’ burn

Continued from page 1

Robert Syron/ Spartan MO

SJSU freshman Zach Janz examines the drunk driving auto wreck display in the Art Building courtyard. The car is placed in the Quad
to make students aware of the hazards of drinking and driving. Among the statistics placed on the car, one states that one out of every
two traffic deaths involves alcohol.

Accessibility: Not a smooth ride at SJSU
Continued from page 1
Caret led the wheelchair tour
which started iii the cafeteria of
the Student Ilium’ and ended
oatsule the the Business
Classrooms Budding.
-tieing in a wheelchair is all
the iiiallenge I thought it would
be and more," ( iiret said.
lie said it was a lot of hard
work to be in a wheelchair and.
as he pushed his way slowly up
the ramp outside the Business
Building, sweat began to bum
on his brow
"It is very frustrating to try
and get up this ,teep

Caret said.
Daniel Johnson, associate
vice president for administration also participated in the
wheelchair tour. Johnson said
an American Disablilites Act.
survey team evaluated the
SJSU campus and maintained
that the campus needs $11 million to make the campus fully
accessible to disabled students.
"We will spend $98,000 for
ADA appliance code upgrades
this year." Johnson said.
Martin Schutter, director of
tLie Disability Resource Center
and :III accessibility tour participant, said the tour was a suc-

because it allowed Caret
and other faculty members to
see how hard it is for disabled
students to get around on campus.
"The goal of the tour was to
heighten awareness about the
challenges of being disabled,"
Schutter said.
Monica Itascoe, vice president of strident affairs and
accessibility tour participant.
agreed. Rascoe said it gave her
and Caret first-hand experience
as to what they need to do to
correct the problems on campus.
Caret hosted a Key Luncheon
from noon until 1 p.m. which
CHSS

If I hadn’t hit "snooze."
If I hadn’t brushed my teeth.
If I hadn’t gone back for my book.
If I hadn’t stopped on the yellow.
If that guy hadn’t cut me off...

That parking space
would have been mine.
111 here’s only one way to get a parking
space on ctunpus. Luck. Even the
most minor event can throw your timing
completely off, sending you spinning for
a Sitary. There is, hc ,wever. an easy, no
hassle way to get to school. VTA.

11511,Wiy

ENROLLMENT
TRANSIT CARD

40110

Voila

F,

3 0 0 01

Pass. you get unlimited rides on VIA Bus,
Light Rail and Paratnuisit. Place your
TAP sticker on your enrollment transit
cant and you’re ready to go.
Sixteen buses and light rail service
Saiclose State. And you can even bring
your bike along if you like.

11111111r Sall! a
TA

SPARTAN
STUDENT

To learn more, stop by ALTRANS at the
Student lInion Business Office, weekdays 8:30 am. to 4:30 p.m. Or call
924-RIDE. For route info, call VTA at
321-2300 or visit our web site at
www.vta.org today.

Co-op: Safe sex
Continued from page 1

was held before the accessibility sexuals, it’s homosexual couples
as well.
tour.
"They will sit here and feel
At the luncheon, Caret said
one of the things he is working the condoms and say ’You know
on is establishment of a pro- what? I think this one is cool. I
gram on campus that will be think this one is what we want.
designed to handle all ADA Let’s try it.’ "
The co-op also strives to sell
issues on campus. He hopes the
program will help disabled stu- the products at an affordable
dents with specific accessibility price.
"One of the comments we
problems. Caret said SJSU has
$750,000 to spend on refurbish- always get is, ’Why don’t you
ing the campus so it is more give out condoms for free?’"
accessible to disabled students. Allen said. "But the profits go
right back into the condom co-

op. It’s not like we’re this huge
enterprise making all this profit. We make about two-cents
profit on every condom."
"A.S. doesn’t pay for us,"
Allen noted. "Student health
dollars don’t pay for us.
Everything that people come in
and buy re -supports the system."
Organized in 1989 by parttime faculty member Naz
Motayar when she was completing her master’s degree, the
co-op began as a resource for
students to learn more about
HIV, AIDS and safe sex.

Looking for job or internship oportunities? Here is an
opportunity for you!

)(MINX, INC.
INFORMATION
SESSION
OCTOBER 22, 1997
STUDENT UNION
ALMADEN ROOM
12:30 - 2:30
Xilinx is the world’s largest supplier of programmable
logic solutions producing industry-leading device
architectures and world class design software. For more
information on Xilinx, access the World Wide Web site at
www.xilinx.com. Any questions can be directed to the
Society of Women Engineers using
sjsuswe@aol. corn or (408) 244-7350.

All engineering majors welcome!
atapI

Volley Transportation Authority
I’m., (6 every

6.a .

increase in herpes among the
student population.
"It’s there, but it doesn’t
seem like it’s an epidemic," she
said.
Renee Allen, a peer health
educator at the health center,
was amazed at how much misinformation is out there.
"It’s about being responsible," Allen said. "People need to
look at their partner and themselves."
Peer health educators offer
students one-on-one counseling
for a variety of health concerns,
but refer students to the nurses
and doctors at the health center
for diagnosis.
Woods said one of the biggest
problems she sees regarding
herpes is the social stigma
attached to it.
"It causes such an emotional
problem," she said. "Treat it like
a cold sore. You wouldn’t want
to give that to somebody"
But that might prove difficult.
According to the Herpes
Advice Center, an infected person can transmit the virus via
skin-to-skin contact any time
the virus is in its active phase.
Associated Press contributed
Active phases are not always
obvious, however.
Physical to this report.

_11/7/2AF

Pk’

VIA Takes You Right to Campus.
\kI Iiatr Transit Acca,s, I’mgram (TAP)

symptoms include sores or a
tingling sensation in the genital area or on the mouth, but
during periods of viral shedding
which can occur even when
an
no sores are present
infected individual can pass the
virus on to his or her partner.
The advice center recommends these measures to lower
the rist of transmitting herpes:
refraining
Abstinence
from sexual contact when
symptoms are present.
keeping in
Condoms
mind that condoms do not cover
the entire genital area and any
exposed areas are at risk.
some
Medication
research shows that regular
use of anti-viral medication can
decrease the amount of viral
shedding and the frequency of
outbreaks.
touching,
Outercourse
cuddling, kissing, massage (as
long as there is no contact with
a herpes lesion).
The Herpes Advice Center
located
at
Website
is
http://www.advicecenter.co
m/index.html)
"All herpes is, is a cold sore
on the genitals," Woods said.
"It’s not life-threatening."

trip

.10111 MAW

Bring your resume. Dress casual. Enjoy some
lunch and learn more about this exciting company.
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THE CAREER CENTER PRESENTS...

WRAP YOUR HOLIDAYS UP WITH A JOB!
HOLIDAY JOB RECRUITMENT 1997
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22ND
10:00AM TO 2:00PM
()MA PRIETA ROOM, STUDENT UNION

UPS

-

it,

-

’In

’TOPAv LDtUJIUfRcS IEBUiCA ION

SS

Positions Available.
415

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BY THE WAY,
HAVE WE MENTIONED THE COST OF BOOKS?
You have more than just education on your mind. UPS has
part-time jobs that respond to these concerns. Unloading and
loading jobs start at $8.85 per hour. UPS jobs can provide
important medical and dental benefits, and opportunities for
student loans. We offer all this for working 3-5 hours a day, five
days a week. UPS can help solve your economic problems so
you can focus on your academic ones.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT.
See UPS Representatives at the Holiday Job Fair Oct. 22. or call

Full / Port-tInvh
Commisidon & NonConmlaskief
$eise Amadei*
Moak lapianishmant
=1841 pkk-up
Olapkiy/Ylaul

COME SEE US AT THE
HOLIDAY JOB FAIR ON
OCTOBER 22, 1997
Vallco Fashion,uS
10101 Wolfe Rd
Cupnr tin

EaStrldge Mail
2180 71,1Iy c4d
ca-

it,,.,

Apply Direct
EOE

1 -888-UPS-5747.
Information also available at Campus Job Placement - Am BC,1 3
illiatre 01 EqUila Opportunity Employer MS

hx)k To Marshalls
For Flexibility.
Everyone can find a flexibi,.
schedule at Marshal’s.
Part time positions
an lode a great
employee dm mint, a
ionventent location and an energet
environment! took Into Marslialls I
chin time opportunitle5 today,
g
Sales Floor
Stock/Housekeeping
Cashiers
Customer Service

/Marshall’s
Plezne stop by out booth at the Holy-fay lob
fair, Wednesday October 22nd App vations
are being accepted at all San lose Marshal%
Mansinalls All eglIal Opp ’rho t.ty employor
o ’,notified to vo akfoo p byefsity A those
of The fly ornpatue,. in

allwase.
CHECK US OUT AT THE
HOLIDAY JOB FAIR!
Wednesday, October 22,1997
10am-2pm
0.4

will

ti’

roc miting tnr include

Part Time Coordinators
Package Handlers
VP

We will be accepting reiimes & applications &
interviewing at the ph lair If you are interested in
working with a leader in the small -package pick-up
and dr-diver)/ h,NItIPc.‘:. this could be your chancel
RPS is an Equal
Opportunity Affirmative
Action Employer
committed to diversity

A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY
Or apply nti person ittam-5pcn at 897 Wngley Way Milpitas

Housing Less money spent

Sparta Guide

Continued from page I

TODAY
Support group
the Women’s Resource Center is
having :1 support group meeting
from 1 to 2 p m every Wednesday in
the Administration Building, Room
222 li For mare information, call the
konien.-: Resource Center at 924 -

Merengue lessons
The San Jose State Ballroom
Dance Club is offering beginning
merengue lessons at 8 p.m. and open
dancing 9 p.m in the Spartan
Complex, Room 89. There is a $1
drop-in fee. For more information,
call Bob Clark at 924 -SPIN.

Ongoing book sale
Thi. Library Donations and Si111.$
Unit is having an ongoing hooksale
from 19
donations aelcome
a m to 3 p ni every Tuesday and
Wednesday Ill the Clark Lobby and
Wahlquist Library North. liooni 408
[’or more information, call 924-2705

Weight -control counseling
The 5.151. Student I lvalth Center
offering individual counseling for
students interested in weight -con.
trol Free initial consultation with a
nutrition intern every Wednesday
foini II ;cm to I p.m. in the Student
Ilealth Center For more information. call 924-6122.

Holiday Job Fair
The Can-er Center is sponsoring
il.rn
the "Holiday Job Fair" from
to 2 p.m. in the Student 1.1non Loma
information.
more
Prieta Room. For
call the Career Center at 924-tio:14

Child Development Club
The Child Development Club is
having a nivel irig at 3 30 14 in in the
Central Classroom Building, Room
I 114 For noire IntOrmation. call
1E1,11 Holt. at 924-3728

’Le Hussard Sur le Toit’
IA. Cercle Francais is showing a
film: i.e Ilussard Sur le Toil’ at 4
p.m. in the Business Classrooms,
Rooni 14. For more information, call
Dr. Delsalvo at 924-4611.

’Faculty Booktalk’
The Department of Humanities is
presenting the "Faculty Itooktalk" in
which President Robert Caret will
reviev. folio Krakauer. "Into Thin
4411111
111
ht.
Air A Pet sona I

Linguistics and Language
The Linguistics and Language
Development Student Association is
having a general meeting from 5 to 6
p.m. in the Student Union Pacheco
Room For more information. call
Angela at 924-4704.

the I *rovi-r-ill (11111 +milli% I ’lido
Main Danny ’town For further
information. i All Davol NI c Neil at
924-5545 tir (lone liernartlatt it 424
4465

Meditation group meeting
The Mindfulness Meditation
Practice Group is having a weekly
group meditation from 7 to 8 IS a m
in the Stvi ri an Memorial Chapel
For more information, call Susan
urphy ii 924-1326.
’Delta Study Sessions’
Delta SII.;111.1 Theta Sorority. Inc
having t he "I /elt a Study Sessions"
i nun 7 to 9 p iii every Wednesday in
i he Clark Library on the fourth floor.
4, more intiirmation. call Tracy at
4431
Black Alliance meeting
The Black Alliance of Scientists
and Engineers is having "Study
Group" from 6 to 9 P m. every
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday
in the Clark Library in the second
floor
’Cuba: On Its Own Terms’
Thu. Sociology Club is showing
’oba
Its (Ian Terms - A tele, ision documentary - Campus
Premiere with panel discussion from
to 4 15 p.m in Dudley
2
Moorhead Hall, Room 227 For more
information call Will Wells at 3366260 or 924 5:12:1
Philosophy Colloquium series
The Depari merit .if Philosophy
Colloquium Series is having a lecturer Nlatt hew Shoemaker speak
about
"Aesthetic
Experience
1..xanuried" from 4 to 6 p In. in the
Idty (Mike Building. Room 104
For more information. call Professor
Williams at 924-1:117

!%1011111

Advertising Club meeting
The Advertising Club is having a
meeting at 6.30 p.m. in Dwight
’lentil Hall. Room 1:13 For more
information. call Michael Rackley at
286-4121.
Dinner and discussion
Canterliorv
The
Episcopal
Community is having dinner and
discussion on "What is the Bible and
how does it speak to yotf". from 7, Ali
to 7 p
in the Student Vonin
Montalvo Room For more intorma
lion, call Anna at 293-2401
Harvest Festival
The SJS1’ Interdisciplinary
Student Garden Project is having its
third annual Harvest Festival from
In a.m. to 2 p.m outside of the
Central Classroom Building For
more information of location. all
Kathleen at 249-2431

4.1,-1

11441111 III
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spend up to 50 percent less for
food and housing than those
who rent rooms in residence
halls or apartments off campus,
said George Proper, general
nianager for the Berkeley
Student Co-op.
"Our students pay $3,786 per
year for room and board, compared to $7,505 to $8,835 paid
by students living in university
residence halls," Proper said.
Currently, there are student
cooperatives at Sonoma State
University, Stanford University
and numerous campuses in the
University of California system,
of
University
including
and
California,
Berkeley
University of California, Santa
Cruz.
"A cooperative provides students with an enormous sense
of community because everyone
has to work together to maintain the house," said Jessica
Miller, a resident of Casar
Chavez House, one of the properties owned by UC Santa
Cruz’s student cooperative. "I
have been here for two years
now, and I feel like I belong to
this huge family."
At SJSU there are no co-ops,
but the university was considering the state’s student cooperative housing project as one way
to improve and possibly expand
university
housing,
said
Hansen, SJSU university housing director.
"There is a gap between the
facilities we provide and the
needs of the students," she said.
"We have limitations, and a
number of students are being
underserved."
Students who are married or
who have children cannot live
with their families on campus,
Hansen said. At one time the
Spartan Village apartments did
accomodate niarried couples,
hut the policy was changed
twenty years ago, housing officials said. In addition, visiting
scholars are sometimes turned
away because there simply isn’t
enough room, Hansen added.

THE

"Housing costs
too much money.
am taking 18
units and I just
don’t have the
time to get a job
that will pay the
rent."
Jennifer Strode,
speech pathology major
SJSU has six residence halls
as well as the Spartan Village
apartments all are completely full this semester accomodating approximately 2,250 students.
In residence halls, two students are usually assigned per
room and 10 to 15 students
share a communal bathroom.
Spartan Village two-bedroom
apartments, house two students
in each bedroom and a total of
four students share a kitchen,
bathroom and living room.
The average rent for university housing is $500 a month,
which includes 15 meals at the
dining commons or the cafeteria. Over a 10-month period the
cost is $5,000.
"Living in residence halls
sucks," linguistics major Dairea
Buruni said. "In terms of what
you pay and what you get, it is
too expensive. You have to share
a bathroom with a bunch of
other people, and the food can
kill you."
Burum chose not to return to
her room on campus this semester and has instead moved back
,in with her parents. She said
she is looking for a place near
campus but has had no luck in
finding one.
According to Real Facts, a
firm that tracks the regional
apartment market, housing is
scarce throughout California,

especially in the Santa Clara
County where vacancy rate is
2.2 percent and in San Jose
where it is about 1 percent.
Trying to locate an affordable
apartment to rent is another
obstacle confronting students.
The Housing Authority of the
County of Santa Clara estimated that in this area the fair
market rent for a one-bedroom
is $799 and a studio is $700.
While these figures are recommended, landlords can charge
whatever they want.
"Housing costs too much
money," said Jennifer Strode, a
speech pathology major who
lives at her parents’ home. "I
am taking 18 units and I just
don’t have the time to get a job
that will pay the rent."
For students, the housing
shortage is expected to only get
worse as enrollment increases
in higher education.
2005,
year
the
By
California’s public colleges and
universities will have 500,000
more students than they do
today predicts the California
Educat ion
Post -Secondary
Commission. Many of these
campuses will be scrambling to
find affordable housing for their
students and may be unable to
meet the needs of their student
population.

Tan Maui
The Spartan Daily
department
sports
wants your letters.
Your comments about
SJSU teams, coaches or
articles in the Daily are
welcome.
Follow the Spartan
Daily’s opinion policies
on Page 2 and address
your letter to Sports
Editor Mike Traphagen,

WONSIR SALE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Prices so low...fhoy’re SCARY!!!
Creeping towards campus, the Monster Sale arrives nextweek, October 27141 through October 31sf.
Are you brave enough to search out the bargains?
Are you strong enough to fight off other shoppers to get that
one perfectly frightening item?
Then make your way to the 7th Street Central MA TA for
unbelievable savings.
Clothing, supplies, books And more a? prices
50% to 75% below original retail!
In file store, we7lalso have eerily low prices on rowerMacs
And Performas in our computer department,
PArprin I, Flienfang, Tombow And ClAiref ontaine products in
our supplies department, and
Russell Athletic, JArlsporf and TLC in our clothing department,
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EDITOR’S NOTE
Astudent’s life is
almost always full
and busy. All of us
have to go to class,
study, and work the rest
of the time. There isn’t
much time left over for
having fun and when we
can spare some time to
enjoy ourselves we can
barely afford much more
than a movie and popcorn. After all, our spare
time doesn’t come free.
In this issue of Etc. writers will be going to various sites around the Bay

Area looking for quick
getaways which are inexpensive and can provide
an escp.flp from the hectic
lifestyle
a student.
We visited with the
likes of Tutankhamen at
the Egyptian Museum in
San Jose and went
screaming down the
streets of San Francisco
on rollerblades (helmets
and pads were used at all
times). We explored the
wilderness of cyberspace
at a cyber cafe and the
tranquillity of the wilder-

ness at Grant Ranch and
Shoreline Park where
people can fly kites, windsurf, and get some peace
and quiet.
Of course, when it was
all over, we had to go
back to the torturous reality of everyday life, but
we will always have the
fond memories. Now,
take some time out of
your busy day to find out
how you can have a good
time without losing your
wallet.
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Java surf/n’

"Shall we play a game?"
Lauren Henderson

. staff writer
you never thought it was
ossible to play Sega
aturn, surf the net and
’e a gourmet "Espresso
II" drink at the same time,
ik again.
Cybersmith in Palo Alto has
:ome the entertainment
cca for today’s computervy generation. 11 is stocked
52 state-of-the-art corners. Customers have the
)ortunity to cruise the
)rnet, access a variety of
-ROMs. create their own
nputer art and play Sega

Saturn, Nintendo 64 and Sony
Playstation games.
Each computer station at
Cybersmith has a color monitor, selection of joysticks and
personal 3-D Isolated Audio
Dome that looks like a clear
umbrella suspended over your
seat. In a sense, Cybersmith is
a high-tech video arcade for
the 90s, with a few added
perks. There aren’t too many
places in the country where
you can play games, get good
coffee, purchase software and
books for the cyber generation, all under the same roof.
For about $10 an hour. you
can challenge your friends to a

competitive game of Sega’s
Quake or do research for that
upcoming paper on the
Internet. Also, you don’t have
to go hungry thanks to
Cybersmith’s well -stocked cafe
which sells espresso drinks,
sodas, beer and wine, sandwiches and biscotti. (You can
even order food from
Cybersmith’s online menu.)
In addition to the plethora
of high-tech games on many of
their computers, Cybersmith
also has two Virtual Reality
stations where you can chomp
your way through cyber Pac
Man. They also have Virtual
Jet -Ski, Snow -Ski and Snow

The wheel world

Board for those who desire
even more of a thrill.
In one end of this cybercafe, you can have your digital
portrait done, and then
"morph -your -face" through the
computer’s special effects
function. You can then transfer
the photo onto a T-shirt,
mouse pad, poster, or
screen -saver.
Cybersmith offers the public
a way of accessing the latest
technology. Many well-known
computer companies including
Jobfind, Compaq, Yahoo,
Oracle and America Online
have joined the Cybersmith
team in order to bnng their

products to the public eye.
Cybersmith combines this
technological entertainment
with the ability to test out
Silicon Valley’s newest entertainment software and it also
serves to educate the public
by offering classes on the
Internet and HTML. It is also
available for corporate product
launches and birthday parties.
If you’re tired of going to
the movies, and clubbing just
isn’t for you, Cybersmith might
be the answer.
Cybersmith is located at
353 University Ave in Palo
Alto. phone 650.325 2005.
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?ollin’ by the bay at the midnight hour
Charlene Cook
%tat/ it met
don’t have to look
(ou
like Cindy Crawford or
Brad Pitt to stop traffic
San Francisco. All you need
a pair of rollerblades and the
dnight Rollers.
Every Friday at 8:30 p.m.,
0 to 700 people gather at
Justin Herman Plaza in
in Francisco to rollerblade a
-mile trek through the city d it’s free
Shawn Keck, a member of
in Jose’s Roll and Ice
ague team. "The Blackouts,"
ated for the first time with
Midnight Rollers
it month
"It was an absolute blast
; people out to have a good
le and they’re a lot of fun to
, with,- Keck said
This event is organized by
E? California Outdoor
)1Ierskating Organization
0 R A.). which is responsifor many rollerblading
bvities and groups through
it the state C 0 R A encourles wearing protective gear
id lights. On its web siteie Midnight Rollers.
ip Pwww cora orgi-the group

notes. "We are creating a positive image for the sport."
"It’s a fun, safe way to
spend a Friday night," said
SJSU student Matt Tidwell,
who heard about the event
through friends at school. "It’s
a tribal experience, you feel
safe and comfortable even
though you don’t know anybody, and you get to do it in
the most beautiful city in the
world."
The journey starts out
across from the Ferry Building
at the end of Market Street,
and goes through Pier 39,
Fisherman’s Wharf, the
Aquatic Park, the Marina

Green, the Palace of Fine Arts,
Union Street, the Broadway
Tunnel, the Stockton Tunnel,
Union Square, south of Market
Street and back to the starting
point.
"One time I was going too
fast down a hill and tripped,"
Tidwell said. "A car was about
a foot away from hitting me,
and everyone gathered around
to make sure I was okay.
Everyone takes care of each
other out there."
There are seven places
where everyone stops to re gather and re -fuel, and a skating patrol is on the lookout for
the skaters’ safety.

SET YOURSELF FREE!

LEARN FLYING NATURALLY WITH...
INCLUDES:

Ftr,
SPECIAL
$59.00

GENTLE TRAINING HILL
WITH INSTRUCTORS
BY YOUR SIDE
4 HOURS "HANDS-ON"
LESSONS
ALL EQUIPMENT
PROVIDED
GREAT FUN!

Many of the skaters are
experienced and perform
stunts at the rest stops. Across
from Ghiradelli Square, you
can find brave skaters breezing down a spiral staircase
backwards, and some who
attempt to skate down the railing. But don’t let that intimidate
you, there are plenty of
novices.
"This is not an advanced
course by any means." Keck
said. "Someone would need to
be in medium shape as far as
athletic ability is concerned. I
felt pretty good the next day,
alter my first trip."
Tidwell remembered his first

three-hour tour as fun, but very
tiresome. "If you’re not used to
riding 12 miles, you’ll be sore.
but you feel good doing it. You
have a lot of positive energy
running through you," he said.
The skaters are about halfway finished at approximately
10 p.m., when they are expected to reach the first tunnel.
Their voyage ts completed by
midnight at the original starting
point. Afterwards, many
skaters frequent the Gordon
Biersch brewery, night clubs,
local pizza places or nearby
bagel shops.

183 E fl IIEST
LIVE ACTION LASER TAG AT ITS BEST!
Fraternity and Sorority Rush
Events... Club Outings...
Team Building...
HIGH TECH STRESS RELIEF!

SINGLE LESSON
(REG. $75)

EXP. 11/22/97

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS: 408-779-7976
USHGA CERTIFIED SCHOOL

(650) 965-9800
1400 Shore me Blvd.

Mountain View
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A walk through
Ancient Egypt
The Rosicrucion Egyptian Museum
feature.s 4,000-year-old treasures
Photo by Charles Slay
t

by Susan Wtedmann
ti it ii (II r
I
of the most fascinating
One
and inexpensiveplaces to
visit in the Bay Area is the
Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum right
here in San Jose
In the midst of a quiet residential
area, it is an oddity in space and time.
Closely resembling the Temple of Amon

at Karnak in Egypt, its massive carved
pillars sit atop steps that face an ordinary street, Leading to the base of the
steps are four stone ram -headed sphinxessymbols of the god Amonon
either side of a rectangular fountain.
In the center of the fountain is an 8 foot high stone statue of the goddess
Taueret. protector of pregnant women.
Taueret is shown in her ancient form,
as an upright, pregnant hippopotamus,

UFO,

1/I e

tilt 0 Fru,’ ,

%raffle,

with the hind legs of a lion and the tail
of a crocodile. Ancient Egyptians considered animal -like gods, such as
Taueret, to be powerful sources of
protection and prosperity.
Five thousand symbols of that prosperous civilization are now permanently
located behind the museum’s massive
gold doors. Gallery A, a fascinating
section of the museum, is to the right
as you enter It is the new resting place
of six Egyptian mummies whose spirits
lived approximately 3.000 years ago
Each one is with its original mummy
.tfir r --irc,:tiLigu,,, a colorful intr
, nscrine,f

01

I

Vtor loPt,

I11111

9-inch corkscrew pin inserted into his
left knee
This is indicative of a bone -stabilizing procedure, according to Dr. Richard
Johnson. a BYU orthopedic surgeon,
who was part of the research team.
Such knowledge was previously
thought to be part of only modern medicine. but, according to museum
records. it has been determined
through more tests that the pin was
placed in Usermontu’s knee prior to

The Egyptians did
not go on their
journey into the
afterlife alone.

i-ed
t thE
IVnasTryr
.1
tr,)11,

Photo by
Charles Slay

Wid tilt tilt

I ri

Depar,,:
:ntairieu ani
t.,und through te
mately 2.600
,rict-on the coffin indicate
"
therein are of a priest trr,r named Usermontu. the mummy is.
therefore, presumed to be him
In the process of extracting one of
his teeth for DNA studies in 1995,
researchers from Brigham Young
University also took X-rays of
Usermontu s body. They discovered a

ltrir

many mum birds.
ruiny of themn
in. ti
ri ’j’,t,,j ii !tie museum
On,
,,e most visible is a small, wellpreservA baboon the size of a child s
teddy bearin its own prominent case
near Usermontu
Although most of the artifacts in the
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museum are original, there are also
several rare copies of treasures held in
other museums. The most spectacular
is the towering, gold King Tutankhamen
mummy case, which greets visitors as
they enter Gallery A. Another is a copy
of the Rosetta Stone. discovered by
Napoleon’s soldiers in Egypt in 1799.
through which scholars were able to
,,,,nsiate ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics
The original of the instantly recogniz’_:)ueen Nefertiti bust is in the
Museum. but the copy in the San
museum is identical. According to
w a Erickson. marketing assistant for
the Rosicrucian museum, one of
wertitt’s eyes is missing, possibly
because she may have been blind in
one eye. or it may represent the eye of
a god. or it may have just fallen out of
the original sculpture. She is nonetheless spectacular.
Other original Egyptian artifacts
pottery, costume and precious jewelry,
glass. fabrics, tools and sculptures
are displayed throughout the museum.
In Gallery D, hand -made red pottery

from 4,000 years ago is especially
unique: it was made before the pottery
wheel was in use, but the pieces are

The Rosicrucian
Order is a
non -religious,
worldwide
organization
known for its
mission to teach
inner wisdom and
the meaning of life.
symmetrical in their design. Their varying shapes represented their intended
contents, said Erickson, much as a
Coke bottle’s form would be instantly
recognizable to people today.

Also intriguing are the museum’s
grounds, situated On Rosicrucian Park’s
five acres. There, amidst a screen of
10-foot high papyrusyes. it grows
well in San JoseIS the Akhnaton
meditation shrine, reserved for
Rosicrucian members,
The Rosicrucian Order is a non -religious, worldwide organization known
for its mission to teach inner wisdom
and the meaning of life Its origins go
back to ancient Egypt, and its members heft) support the operation of the
museum and planetanurn,
the
sponsoring 0 hieroglyphics and
papyrus -making workshops.
The planetarium, which is located
diagonally opposite the museum,
opened in 1936. It was only the fifth
planetarium in the U.S, according to
Erickson, and its focus is on how
ancient Egyptians used stars to build
their pyramids. 11 presents shows daily.
Elsewhere on the grounds are
numerous plantings from around the
world, adding to the exotic ambiance of
the park. "The Fountain of the Living

including

Waters," its golden statue symbolizing
eternal life, tra..,mits its soothing sound
to the area, and many benches have
been placed near it for visitors. More
than 140,000 people tour the museum
each year. It is the only museum.
worldwide, to have both ancient
Egyptian artifacts and an Egyptian style exterior.
Rosicrucian Park is located at
Naglee and Park avenues in the Rose
Garden section of San Jose The
museum’s main entrance is an Park
Avenue. It is open bix clays a week 1C
am -S p.m and is closed or
Tuesdays. Parking is free in a lot
located one block away at Naglee
Avenue and Chapman Street. For
directions and further information on
workshops and special presentations.
call (408) 947-3635.
Student admission to the museum is
$5: general admission is $7. Admission
to the planetarium shows is $3.50 for
students, $4 for general admission.

no.

Photo by
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A getawa
Shoreline Park offers an escape from civilization
by Gloria Magaria
En %fall II lily?’
all the stresses
With
one experiences
daily. it is nice to
know that there is a place to
relax and have some fun without spending a lot of money
Situated on 650 acres.
Shoreline Park in Mountain
View is a perfect retreat away
from the fast -paced, daily hustle of Silicon Valley
The park offers a clean.
well -kept environment, and
it ts set up for kite flying. hiking, wind surfing, in -line skating. biking and golfing It
comes alive at 8 a m when
seven miles of trails fill with
cyclists, power-walkers and
in -line skaters
There are green signs to
direct you to specified areas.
Near the entrance, you will
come across an area designated for kite flyers. Accessible
parking allows you to watch
the air show from a distance
without having to run for cover.
The sky is adorned with colorful red, neon and fluorescent
kites. You can hear a light mur-

lisiturs fan)) a
trail that I%
alonpule the lake
in Shoreline Park.
Photo by
Lea Tauriello
here," Landeros said. "There
are good winds here and plenty of open space so you do not
have to worry about kites getting caught in the trees or risk
losing them."
Colleen Sweeney, a resident of San Jose, has been

Photo by Lea Tauriello
mur as they dance through the
winds in acrobatic motions
Pablo Landeros has been
coming to the park for nearly
three years Besides riding his
bike or playing golf with
friends he enjoys kite flying
"Kite flying is a good way to
get away from the pressure of
oacrk because it is very quiet

coming to Shoreline Park once
a month for over a year to
in -line skate
"The trails are usually not
crowded and the winds cool
you down. so you do not get
too hot.- Sweeney said "The
park is clean and the trails are
kept up so you find no open
cracks along the way"

When visiting, don’t forget
to bring binoculars. You may
catch a glimpse of more than
154 different species of birds
in the marshlands, their natural
habitat. Also, squirrels, lizards
and jack rabbits may be seen
along the trail. From the
months of October to February
you may be able to get a better glimpse of the many
species of birds, since
Shoreline Park is a favorite
migration stopover point.
Shoreline’s salt lake is surrounded by lush green grass
trimmed with willow, pines,
cypress and maple trees, perfect for sitting under and reading a good book, or enjoying
a picnic.
The lake is enjoyed by
water-sports enthusiasts.
including windsurfers. Allen
Carrico, who has been windsurfing since 1985, comes
from Oakland because he
thinks it is worth the drive.
"This is the closest thing to
Club Med." Carrico said.
"When there is no wind any
place else, you can usually
find it here."
It you get the urge to master the winds, lessons are
available. Tim McCune, an
instructor from the Spinnaker

Sailing School, says this is the
ideal place to learn.
Brian Carlson, retail manager for the Spinnaker’s Windsurf
Center agrees.
"The city lake is in a controlled environment without
tides and currents, unlike the
bay," Carlson said.
For the hungry, the Lakeside
Cafe offers pasta, pizza, salads, sandwiches, soup, dessert
and an assortment of drinks.
Another restaurant, Michaels,
overlooks the par-72. 18 -hole
golf course driving range You
can putter around before or
after you get a bite to eat.

If you are happy with just
taking in the view and are
something of a history buff,
just across the bridge from
Michaels is The Rengstorif
House, built in 1867. The 12 room "Italianate design
Victorian," is open to the public
for tours on Sunday, Tuesday
and Wednesday from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. With its large front
and back gardens, the house
is also used for banquets.
weddings and private
get-togethers.
For further information, call
(650) 903-6392.

Photo by Lea Tauriello
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Top of the

world

The peak Mt
Hamilton often a

Leaving the urban
jungle behind
by Sean Coffey
.stall writer
you know you can
Did
see Yosemite’s Half
Dome and the San
Francisco Bay from the same
place in San Jose? Such specz.icular views can be found at
he peak of Mt. Hamilton, 25
miles southeast of campus.
At 4,209 feet above sea
evel, Mt. Hamilton is one of
the highest peaks in the Bay
area On a clear day the peak
’)ffers a breathtaking view of a
arge part of California. To the
east, the Sierra Nevada
N;
tains are visible, and to
the west, the Bay. Binoculars
an significantly add to your
./1sual experience.
It’s important to time your
trip to the top of the mountain
carefully. On a windless day,
the only breathtaking aspect of
the view is the choking smog
undemeath which we live.
Visibility is at its highest on
cool, breezy days.
However, the top of Mt.
Hamilton is more than just a
great vantage point. It is the
home of the Lick observatory,
which is used to monitor the
farthest regions of our galaxy.
The observatory houses nine
refractory telescopes inside
eight domes, which are used
for research by some
California universities.
Guided tours of the observatory are available every half
hour. The public is welcome to
observe the telescopes, but
cannot use them. You can,
however, see photos of nebulas, constellations, planets, the
moon and other stellar sights
that were taken with the refractory telescopes.
In the past, there was a
nighttime summer visitor’s program which featured astronomy lectures. The public was

also permitted to use of some
of the telescopes. Observatory
officials say it’s possible that

pallt,ranlit

the program will return in the
summer of 1998.
Another site to visit if you

yearn to get a little closer to
nature, is Joseph D. Grant
County Park. Grant Park lies
halfway between SJSU and
the peak of Mt. Hamilton. The
park offers 40 miles of trails

... the peak
offers a
breathtaking
view of a
large part of
California.
that meander along the scenic
hills and valleys at the base of
Mt. Hamilton. One can hike,
pedal, or ride horseback in
near seclusion.
Formed by earth movement
along the still -active Calaveras
Fault, Grant Park is hillyso
plan to huff and puff a bit as

The ref rai ton

you hike or bike its trails.
Efforts on the climbs are generously rewarded with impressive views of the Halls Valley.
Nature-watching is a popular attraction since the park is
home to 32 species of birds
and 39 species of mammals.
as well as four different types
of oak trees.
There are three small lakes
within park boundaries that
allow for some fishing and
waterfowl observation, but no
swimming. There are also picnic areas, and 22 first -come.
first -serve campsites.
This time of year, it gets a
little cool, so plan to bring a
lacket or sweater to either destination. Also, there are no gas
stations or markets along the
way, so be self-sufficient. Bring
a lacket, some food and water.
and fill the gas tank.
For more information call
Lick Observatory Visitor
Center: (408) 274-5061
County of Santa Clara
Parks and Recreation
Department: (408) 358-3741
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making s_ontact
STARPORT’S PREVIEW OF SHOWSCAN
& GYRO’S 3-D WORLD OF TERROR IX (THROUGH NOV

1)

already among.us
JOHNNY ROCKETS, STARBUCKS, SAN JOSE LIVE, SPORTS CITY CAFE
STOGIE’S MARTINI CO , DOS LOCOS CANTINA, KATIE BLOOM’S IRISH PUB

Preferred Here

WALDENBOOKS, UNITED ARTISTS THEATRES & HANNAH’S COOKIES

I JAM-9PM, MONDAY -THURSDAY. 11AM-11PM, FRIDAY & SATURDAY. NOON-7PM, SUNDAY. CLUBS a RESTAURANTS OPEN ’TIL WEE HOURS.

Something strange is happening

at

The Pavilion. But rather than try to explain it, let’s just say

it’s changing. Take Showscan, an out of this world theater. Or Johnny Rockets, the new burger
V
joint that’s right out of the Fifties There’s so much going on, you’ve got

FIRST 8 SAN FERNANDO
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

to see it to bellevi,

rri
PAVILION

it, out there.

it The Pavilion Stop in Make contact And check out

PHONE

408 286 2076

